










??? a. Who t sees what?  
b.*What does who see t?
??? a. Which professor t saw which student??Uriagereka 1999:?9c??
b. Which student did which professor see t??Uriagereka 1999:?9d??
??? a.*What did who give t to Mary??Pesetsky 2000: p.17,?33a??
b. What did who give t to whom??Pesetsky 2000:?33b??
c.?Who did who give what to t?
??????????????????????????????????
????2b???3b???????????????????????????
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????????? Wh ???what?? Wh-in-situ ???who?? Pairing???






















???????????? Wh ???????????? C ????????
?? Spec ???????????Checking????????????????1a-
b????????????????????????4a-b???????
??? a. Koj kakvo vi da??Pesetsky 2000 : p.22,?43a??
who what sees
?cf. Who sees what??
b.*Kakvo koj vi da??Pesetsky 2000 : p.22,?43b??
?cf. *What does who see??
?????????????????
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Attract Closest?AC???????????????? Wh ???koj ?who??







????????????? C ????????????Cm-spec ??????
?6??????????7?????????????1a???1b??????
????????????
???Multiple-specifier requirement of Cm-spec?Pesetsky 2000 : p.41?:
Cm-spec requires more than one wh-specifier.
??? Pronunciation rule?for English?Pesetsky 2000 : p.8?:                         
a. The first instance of wh-phrase movement to C is overt, in that wh is pronounced in its new
position and unpronounced in its trace position.
b. Secondary instances of wh-phrase movement to C are covert, in that wh is pronounced in its
trace position and unpronounced in its new position.
?1a????????4a?????????????????????????
??? Wh ???who?? Spec?C????????????????????
? Wh ???what?? Inner Spec?C????????????7b?????Wh
???what????????Trace???????????? LF ???????





























?????????? Wh ???what?? Spec?C?????????????
???? Wh ????????????? Wh ??? Spec ??????????
????????6??????????????????????1b?????
?????????D-Linked Wh ????????2b????????????





?AC??????????????????? Wh ?????? C ?????
???????? Wh ?????????in-situ???????????? Wh
???what, whom?? C ? Spec ??????????? Wh ????????
?????????????????????????????3b???????
?????????????????Principle of Minimal Compliance??????







??? a.*I'd like to know where who hid it?Kayne 1983 :?34a??
b.*I'd like to know what who hid there?Kayne 1983 :?34b??
??? a.?I'd like to know where who hid what?Kayne 1983 :?35a??
b.?I'd like to know what who hid where?Kayne 1983 :?35b??
?10? a.*I'd like to know where who said?that?what was hidden?Kayne 1983 :?41??







1993??????Wh ????????????? LF ??????????
?Function-Index???? i?????Argument-Index???? j????????
??? Spec ?? Wh ??????????????? C ??????????




????????????LF ????????????Quantifier Raising? ?
?????????????????
?11? a. Whati did every man say ti??okPair-List Reading?Hornstein 1995 : p.112,?47a??
b. Whoi ti said everything??*Pair-List Reading?Hornstein 1995 : p.112,?47b??
?12? a.?CP Whati?every man?j?IP tj say?proj ti?i???
b.?CP Whoi?everything?j?IP?proj ti?i said tj??
?13? a. Weak Crossover?Hornstein 1995 : p.100?
A pronoun cannot be linked to a variable on its right.
*Q . . . pronoun . . . variable . . .
???????????????????????????????12???
????????????????????Generator??????????
?every man???????? Wh ?????????????????????
??????Wh-in-situ ?????????????1a-b?? LF ???????
??14a-b????????????????????1b?????????14b?
???????????????
?14? a.?CP whoj?IP tj sees?proj thing?=what???
b.?CP whatj?IP?proj person?=who?see tj??
D-Linked Wh ????????2b????????????????????





??????????Hornstein 1995 : p.133???????15a?? LF ?????
?15b???????????????????????
?15? a. Which song did which man sing??Hornstein 1995 : p.134,?45a??




?16? a. What did who buy there??Hornstein 1995 : p.143,?81a??
b.???What did who buy where??Hornstein 1995 :?81b??







?17? a. Whatj did who poersuade whom to buy tj?Pesetsky 2000 : p.49,?89c??
b. Whoj did who persuade whom to dance with tj??Aoun and Li 2003 : p.265, fn.3?







??????????? Spec?Agr??????? C ????????????
??????????? Scope Position???????????????????




?18? a. Who does everyone like?
b. Professor Smith?individual answer?
c. Bill likes professor Smith, Susie likes professor Jones,...?Pair-list answer?
?19? a. Who likes everyone? 
b. Susie?individual answer?




??????????? Spec?AgrO?? LF ????????????????
???????? Spec?AgrS???????????? Spec?AgrO????
Scope Position ???????????????? Copy ???????????
?????????????? ????????????????????
?20b-d??????????someone?????????everyone?????
??????????? Scope Position ???? Scope Position ? C ??????
?20e???????????everyone????????someone???????
????????????? Scope Position ??????? Scope Position ? C
????????
?20? Scope?????
a. Someone attended every seminar?Hornstein 1999?
b.?AgrSP someone?TP T?AgrOP every seminar?VP?someone?attended?every seminar??????
? someone ? every seminar
c.?AgrSP someone?TP T?AgrOP?every seminar?VP?someone?attended every seminar?????
? someone ? every seminar
d.?AgrSP?someone??TP T?AgrOP?every seminar?VP someone?attended every seminar?????
? someone ? every seminar
e. ?AgrSP?someone?TP T?AgrOP every seminar?VP someone?attended?every seminar??????









?21? a. I read something to everyone?ambiguous?Stroik 1996 : p.45,?34b??
X?something ? everyone? Y?something ? everyone?
b. John sang something for every couple ?Hornstein 1995 : p.173,?86b??
X?something ? every couple? Y?something ? every couple?
?22? Structure of Dative Constructions
Hornstein?1995?????????????????????DP2?????
?Checking?????????????????????????? Agr ? Spec
???????????????????????? Agr? AgrP ??????
AgrPP ??VP ??????????????????21????? X ?????
???DP1 ? Scope Position ??? Spec?AgrO???????????????
?? Spec?AgrP?? C ?????????????????????????
?? DP1 ? Spec?AgrP?? DP2 ?????? C ??????????? Y ??
???????????????????????DP2 ?????? Spec
?AgrO?? DP1 ?????? C ????????????????Spec?AgrP?




???????? Scope Position ? Wh ??? Scope Position ? C ??????
???????????????????????????????????
??????? Agr ? Spec ????Scope Position ?????????????


















?AgrO?? Scope Position ????????????????????????
??? Spec?AgrS?? Scope Position ???????????? Scope Position ?
????? Scope Position ? C ?????????????????? Scope
Position ??????? Scope Position ? C ???????????18a?????
??????????????
AgrS ??? AgrO ? AgrP ???????????????????????
?????????23??????DP2????????? Scope Position ? DP1
????? Wh ??? Scope Position ? C ????????24?????? C ?
??????????23???24??????DP1 ????? Wh ??? Scope
Position ? DP2 ????????? Scope Position ? C ???????????
????23??????????????????? Scope Position ?????
???????? Spec?AgrP??????????????????????
?Spec?AgrO?? Scope Position ??????24????????????????
??????????? Spec?AgrO?? Spec?AgrP????????? Scope
Position ???????????????24a????Spec?AgrP?? Scope
Position ????Spec?AgrO?? Scope Position ??????????????
?24b????Spec?O?? Scope Position ????????Spec?AgrP?? Scope
Position ????????
?23? a. I know what you gave to everyone for Xmas.?*Pair-list??Hornstein 1995 : p.115,?63b??
b. What did you give to everyone??*Pair-list??Williams 1988 :?7b??
c. Who did you give everything to??okPair-list??Williams 1988 :?7a??
?24? a. What did you read to everyone??okPair-list??Stroik 1996 : p.45,?35a??
b. Who did you read everything to??okPair-list??Stroik 1996 : p.45,?35b??
?23????????????????????? Spec?AgrP???? Scope
Position ????????????????????????????????
?????????? Spec?AgrO?? Scope Position ????????Beghelli
?1997?????????????????????????25a????????
????????????25b???????????????????????
??? Beghelli?1997????? D-Linked Wh ????????26?????25?
??????????????25a???26a?????????????????




?25? a. What did you show to every man???Pair-list?Beghelli 1997 :?3a??
b. To whom did you show every picture????Pair-list?Beghelli 1997 :?3b??
?26? a. Which book did you show to every man??*Pair-list?Beghelli 1997 :?5c??








?27? a. What worries everyone??okPair-list?Kim & Larson 1989 :?6a??
b. Who does everything worry??*Pair-list?Kim & Larson 1989 :?6b??
?28??for?27a-b??



















?29? a. What worries everyone??okPair-list??Chierchia 1993 :?90??
? b. The B-exam worries Bill, the language requirement worries Mary,...?Chierchia 1993 :?90b??
c. Who does every conference worry the most??okPair-list?Chierchia 1993 :?93a??
? d. NELS worries Bill, WCCFL worries Mary,...?Chierchia 1993 :?93b??
????????????????????
??????????????????????????Wh ? Scope Position
? Wh-in-situ ? Scope Position ? C ????????????????????
???????????????? Agr ? Spec ??? Scope Position ????
??????????????Spec?AgrS?? Spec?AgrO??????????
??Spec?AgrO?? Scope Position ????????????????????
???1??????????????????????????
??? a. Who t sees what?  
b.*What does who see t?  
??? Wh ???what?? Scope Position ??? Wh ???who?? Scope
Position ? C ??????????????? Scope Position ???????
Scope Position ? C ?????????????1b???????????????
Spec?AgrS???? Spec?AgrO?? Spec?AgrP????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????? Spec?AgrP?? Scope Position ????????
??????????????Spec?AgrS?? Spec?AgrO?? Scope Position ??
????????????30???31??????????????Spec?AgrP?
? Scope Position ??????????? PP ???? Wh ??? Scope Position
????????????????????????????????22??
?????????? Wh ???????????? Wh ??? Scope Position
??????????? Spec?AgrO??? C ???????????30a???31a?
????????????????? Wh ??? Scope Position ??? Spec
?AgrO???? PP ???? Wh ??? Scope Position ? C ??????30b??
?31b????????????
?30? a.*Who did Mary read what to??Stroik 1996 : p.95,?45b??
b. What did Mary read to whom?Stroik 1996 : p.95,?45a??
?31? a.*Who?m?did you send what/which check to??Hornstein 1995 : p.127?
b. What/which check did you send to who??Hornstein 1995 : p.127?
???????
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???????? PP ?? Wh ??????????? PP ????????
??????????????????????32?????????????
??????33?????????????????????? PP ?????
Wh ???????? Spec?AgrO?? C ??????????32a-d???33a-b?
????????????????????33a-b??????????????
?????????? PP ? AgrP' ????AgrP ??????????????
????????????????????? C ??????? C ?????
????????????????????????????????32???
????? C ?????????????????33?????????? C ?
?????????????????33a-b??????????????????
?32? a. To whom did Lou give what??Stroik 1996 : p.102,?64a??
b. To whom did John give what??Freidin 1995 : fn.15?
c. To whom did you give what??Fiengo 1980 : p.123,?16b??
d. For whom did John buy what??May 1985 : p.130,?32a??
e. What did you buy for whom??May 1985 : p.130,?32b??
?33? a.*To whom did you send which check??Aoun and Li 1996 : p.31?
b.*To whom did you give what?Kuno & Robinson 1972 :?3?2?d?
???????????Referential Adjunct?Wh ???when, where?????
???????????????34???????????????????
????everyday?? Scope Position?????????????? Scope Position
? C ????????34????Spec?AgrO?? Scope Position ???????
???????????????????? Scope Position ??????? Scope
Position ? C ????????????????????? Stroik?1996 : p.22?
? VP Shell ???35????????????????????? Spec?V2?
????????????? V2?????????????
?34? a. When did Mary see everyone??okPair-list?Stroik 1996 : p.22,?25a???
















?36? a. Who saw Aida where??Hornstein 1995 : p.126,?13a??
b. Who saw Aida when??Hornstein 1995 : p.126,?13b??
c. I'd like to know who hid it where?Kayne 1984 : p.176??
?37? a.*When did who see Peter??Erteschik-Shir 1997 : p.194,?31a??
b.*Where did who buy a present??Erteschik-Shir 1997 : p.194,?31b??
c.*I'd like to know where who hid it?Kayne 1983 :?34a??
?38? a.*When did Mary read what to Lou??Stroik 1996 : p.97,?50a??
b.*On which weekend did Mary read what to Lou??Stroik 1996 : p.97,?50a'??
?? Wh ??? Scope Position ?????????? Wh ??? Scope Position
? C ??????????? C ???????????????????36??
?37??????????????????????Stroik ?????????




?39? a. What did Mary read to Lou on which weekend??Stroik 1996 : p.97,?49a??
b. Who did Mary read the Bible to on which weekend??Stroik 1996 : p.97,?49b??
????????????????????????? Wh ???????
????????????? Wh ????????????????????







?40? a. When did you buy what??Kuno & Robinson 1972 :?3?4b??
b. What did you buy when??Kuno & Robinson 1972 :?3?4b??
c. Where did he buy what??Bo kovi 1997 :?27a??
d. What did he buy where??Bo kovi 1997 :?27b??
?41? a. When did you see Aida where??Horsntein 1995 : p.126,?13c??
b. Where did you see Aida when??Horsntein 1995 : p.126,?13d??
?42? a. When did Mary read the Bible to whom??Stroik 1996 : p.97,?50b??








??? C ????????????????????when ? where ?????
?????????41b???????41a?????????????????
Hornstein?1995 : p.228, fn.10???????
?42??????V2 ?????????????? Wh ???when, where?










??Matrix V ????????43a???????????????? Wh ??
?what?? Scope Position ???? Wh ???where?? Scope Position ? C ??
??????43b???43c??????????Bo kovi ?1997?????????
ECM ??????43b????Wh ????????????? Wh ??
?????????????????
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?whom?? Matrix Spec?AgrO????????? Spec?AgrO??????? Wh
???where?????????????43b???????????Bo kovi
?1997????????when, where?????????? VP ????????
???????????????????ECP ??????43c???????
??????????
?43? a.*Whati did John say?CP that Peter bought ti?where?Bo kovi 1997 :?30??
b. Whomi did John prove?AgrSP ti to be guilty?when??Bo kovi 1997 :?31??




? AgrSP ????????????????CP ???????????????
????????43b????? Wh ???whom?? Spec?AgrS???????






????????????????????? Wh ??? Scope Position ? Wh-
in-situ ? Scope Position ? C ?????
?45? a. Whoi did you expect?ti to read what???Cheng and Demirdach 1990 :?5a??
b.??Whatj did you expect?who to read tj???Cheng and Demirdach 1990 :?5b??
c. Who did you persuade to buy what??Hornstein 1995 : p.124,?5a??









?46? a.*I don't remember whati?who read ti?Cinque 1995 : p.120,?39a??
b.?I don't remember whati?which people read ti?Cinque 1995 : p.120,?39b??
c.*Whoi did you introduce who to ti??Cinque 1995 : p.120,?40a??
d. Whoi did you introduce which people to ti??Cinque 1995 : p.120,?40b??
e. *He has said whoj who loved tj?Uriagereka 1998 : p.366,?29b??
f.???He has said?which studentj?which professor loved tj?Uriagereka 1998 : p.366,?30b??
?47? a.*Whati did you persuade who?m?j?PROj to read ti???Pesetsky 1987 :?20b??
b. Which booki did you persuade?which man?j?PROj to read ti?Pesetsky 1987 :?28b??
?39? a. What did Mary read to Lou on which weekend??Stroik 1996 : p.97,?49a??
b. Who did Mary read the Bible to on which weekend??Stroik 1996 : p.97,?49b??
?46??????????????? Scope Position ???????????
? Spec?AgrO???? Scope Position ???????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
?????????????which?NP??????? D-Linked Wh ?????
???????????????????????????1?????? D-
Linked Wh ????????47b????????? CP ?? Spec?AgrO??
Scope Position ?????????? Spec?AgrO???PRO ?????????
C ?????????????????Wh ???Wh-in-situ ??? C ????
????????????47b????????????
????????????????? Spec?AgrO???Scope Position ???
??????????????Spec?AgrP?? Scope Position ?????????
??????????39a????????????????????????
?39b????????????????????? D-Linked Wh ??????
?????? Scope Posotion ???????? Spec?AgrP???? Scope Position
????????????????????????? Wh ???who????
?? Spec?AgrP????????? Wh ???on which weekend?? Scope
Position???????????? C ??????????12?
?????????????????????Chunk??????you'll never






imagine who?????????? Wh ?????????? D-Linked Wh ??
???????????????????????????????????
????50???????????????
?48? a. I'll find ouy?how much money?i Bob gave ti to whom?Guimarães 2003 :?1a??
b.*I'll find out whoj Bob gave?how much money?to tj?Guimarães 2003 :?1b??
?49? a. I'll find ouy?how mnuch money?i Bob gave ti to?you can imagine who?Guimarães 2003 :?4a??
b. I'll find out whoj Bob gave?you can imagine how much money?to tj?Guimarães 2003 :?4b??
?50? a. Amy wonders?how much money?i Bob gave ti to Tom?Guimarães 2003 :?5a??









???why, how?? Wh-in-situ ????????????????????
Stroik?1996?????????????????Wh ????????????
??? Scope Position ? C ????????????????????????
???51????53????????????????13?
?51? a.*Why did you read Lou which book??Stroik 1996 : p.74,?2e??
b.*Which book did you read Lou why??Stroik 1996 : p.74,?2e??
c.*Do you know why who read the Bible??Stroik 1996 : p.99,?54??
d.*Do you know why Mary read what??Stroik 1996 : p.99,?55??
e.*Who left why/how?Stroik 1996 : p.105, fn.5?
f. *what did Mary do why/how?
?52? a.*Why does John believe who left??Stroik 1996 : p.89,?35c??
b.*How does John believe who left??Stroik 1996 : p.89,?35d??
c.*I know why Mary believes John did what?Stroik 1996 : p.89,?35e??
d.*I know how Mary believes John did what?Stroik 1996 : p.89,?35f??
???????
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?53? a.*What did Bill buy why??Hornstein 1995 : p.147,?95a??
b.*Why did Bill buy what??Hornstein 1995 : p.147,?95b??
c.*I wonder why you bough what.?Hornstein 1995 : p.148,?100??
?????????????54c???55b???????????????
???????? Wh ???why, how?????? Wh-in-situ ????????
?????????????
?54? a.*Do you know why who read the Bible??Stroik 1996 : p.99,?54?????51c??
b.*Do you know why Mary read what??Stroik 1996 : p.99,?55?????51d??
c. Do you know why who read what??Stroik 1996 : p.99,?53b??
?55? a.*I wonder why which man danced?Hornstein 1995 : p.149,?104a??
b.?I wonder why which man danced with which woman?Hornstein 1995 : p.149,?104b??
??????????????Wh-in-situ ????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
??2??????????54c????????? Wh ???why???? Wh
???who?????Wh ?????????Wh ??????Wh ???what?
???? Wh ???????????????Wh ??? Scope Position ????
????????? Wh-in-situ ? Scope Position ????????? Wh ???
???????????????????Wh-in-situ ???????Wh ???
Scope Position ??????????Wh-in-situ ???????Wh ??? Scope





?56? a.*Who spoke when how??Reinhart 1998 :?29b??
b.*Who arrived why??Reinhart 1998 :?6??
c.??Who spoke how?Reinhart 1998 :?29a??
????????? Wh-in-situ ???when?? Scope Position ???????
??? Wh-in-situ ???how?? Scope Position ? C ????????????
?35???????????56b-c????????????? Wh ???who??




?AgrO?? Scope Position ?????????????????????????
?57? a. Who gave what to whom??Pesetsky 2000 : p.49,?88a??
b. What did who give to whom??Pesetsky 2000 : p.49,?88b??
c.?Who did who give what to??Pesetsky 2000 : p.49,?88c??
d. Who persuades who to buy what??Pesetsky 2000 : p.49,?89a??
e.?Who did who persuade to buy what??Pesetsky 2000 : p.49,?89b??




?58? a. Who bought what why??Kuno and Takami 1993 : p.197, fn.45?
b. Who danced which waltz how??Kuno and Takami 1993 : p.197, fn.45?
?59? a.*Who left why/how??Kuno and Takami 1993 : p.124,?72a??
b.*What did you do why/how??Kuno and Takami 1993 : p.124,?72b??
c.??Why did you buy what??Kuno and Takami 1993 : p.124,?116a??
d.??How did you do what??Kuno and Takami 1993 : p.124,?116b??
???????58???????? Wh ???why, how????? Wh ??
?for what reasons, in what manner?????????????????????
??????60b????????Wh ???who?? Scope Position ????Wh
???for what reasons?? Scope Position ? C ????????????????
??? Wh ???for what reasons, in what manner????????? Wh ??
?when, where??????????????????Kuno and Yakami?1993 :
p.120??????? Wh ???for what reasons?? VP-Adjunct ????????
???Wh ???why, how?????Wh ???for what reasons, in what manner?
????????? Wh ???what, which waltz?? Scope Position??????
??????? Scope Position??????? C ??????????58a-b??
??????????????
?60? a.*Tell me who came why?Kuno and Takami 1993 : p.120,?130a??











?61? a.*I'd like to know where who said?that what was hidden??Kayne 1983 :?41??
b.?*To whom did who say?that John would buy what???Aoun & Li 2003 : p.225,?9a??
c.?*Who did who introduce to guests?that came from where???Aoun & Li 2003 : p.225,?9b??
d.?*Who did who ask?to tell Mary to dance with whom???Aoun & Li 2003 : p.225,?9c??
e.*?what book?i did you tell what man?to persuade who?to give ti to me??
?Pesetsky 1982 : p.618,?70??
f.*whoi ti said to whom?that?for Bill to marry who?would a surprise to Mary?
?Pesetsky 1982 : p.618,?71c??
???????????????????????
??????????????????????????62c-d???????
?????????62a-b???????Spec?AgrO?? Scope Position ????
???????????????????????????????????
???? Spec?AgrO?? Scope Position ??????????????
?62? a.¿Quién compró qué??Uribe-Etxebarria 1995 :?2a??
who bought what
?Who bought what??
b.¿Qué compró quién??Uribe-Etxebarria 1995 :?2b??
what bought who
?What did who buy??
c.?*¿Quéi dijo quién que Juan compró ti??Bo kovi 1997 :?27a??
what said who that Juan bought
?What did who say that Juan bought??
d.?*¿Quéi le ha pedido a quién que compre ti??Hornstein 1995 : p.142,?73a??
what him asked whom that buy-subj








?63? a.¿A quién examinó cada doctor??okPair-list??Jaeggli 1988 :?7a??
whom examined every doctor
?Who did every doctor examine??
b.¿Quién examinó a cada paciente??*Pair-list??Jaeggli 1988 :?7b??
who examined every patient
?Who examined every patient??









?64? a.¿A quién entregó María cada regalo??okPair-list??Jaeggli 1991 :?17a??
to whom gave María every gift
?To whom did Maria give every gift??
b.¿Qué nota le otorgó el profesor a cada estudinate??okPair-list??Jaeggli 1991 :?17b??
what grade to him gave the professor to every student
?What grade did the professor give every student??
?65? a.¿Quién habló en cada conferencia de este año??*Pair-list??Jaeggli 1991 :?13a??
who spoke in every conference of this year
?Who spoke in every conference this year??
b.¿En qué conferencia habló cada profesor??okPair-list??Jaeggli 1991 :?14a??
in which conference spoke every professor
?In which conference did every professor speak??
?66? a.¿Quién llegó de cada ciudad que conoce María??*Pair-list??Jaeggli 1991 :?15a??
who arrived  from every city that knows María
?Who arrived from every city that Maria knows??
b.?De qué ciudad que conoce María llegó cada turista??okPair-list??Jaeggli 1991 :?16a?
from which city that knows María arrived every tourist






?????????????? Spec?AgrP?? Scope Position ???????
?Spec?AgrO?? Scope Position ?????????????67a-b??????
Spec?AgrP???? Wh ???who????? Wh ???what?? Scope Position
???????????? C ??????????????????67a-b???
?????????????????????????
?67? a. Who showed this book?to every man?? *Pair-list??Beghelli 1997 :?67e??
b. What did you show?to every man?? ?Pair-list??Beghelli 1997 :?3a?????25a??
??????????????????????????????????
???????????????? Scope Position ??????????????
????? Scope Position ????Spec?AgrS???????????????
????????67a??????Spec?AgrP?? Spec?AgrS?? C ??????
??????????????????????????????? Scope
Position ? Spec?AgrS?? C ??????????
??????????????????????????????????




?68? a.¿A quién le molesta cada canción que tocan por la radio??*Pair-list??Jaeggli 1988 :?18b??
to whom him bothers every songs that they play by the radio
?Who does every song that they play on the radio bother??
b.¿Qué canción de los Beatles le molesta a cada adulto que conoces? okPair-list??Jaeggli 1988 :?17b??
which song of the Beatles him bothers to every adult that you know
?Which song by the Beatles bothers every adult that you know??
?27? a. What worries everyone??okPair-list??Kim & Larson 1989 :?6a??







Scope Position ???????? Spec?AgrO?? Spec?AgrP??????? Scope
Position ????????????????????71????73????Spec
?AgrP?? Scope Position ????????????????????????
Spec?AgrO?? Scope Position ??????????74????????????
??????????????????????????69d???70???
?74???b???????????
?69? a. Which person did not read which book??Pesetsky 2000 : p.60,?98a??
b. Which person didn't read which book??Pesetsky 2000 : p.60,?98b??
c. Which book did which person not read??Pesetsky 2000 : p.60,?98c??
d*Which book didn't which person read??Pesetsky 2000 : p.60,?98d??
?70? a.?Which topic?i did he claim which student would never talk about ti??Pesetsky 2000 : p.61,?101a??
b.?? Which topic?i did he never claim which student would talk about ti??Pesetsky 2000 : p.61,?101b??
?71? a.?Which book?i did no one give ti to which student??Pesetsky 2000 : p.61,?100a??
b.???Which student?j did no one give which book to tj??Pesetsky 2000 : p.61,?100b??
?72?a.?Which picture?i did very few children want to show ti to which teacher?
?Pesetsky 2000 : p.61,?102a??
b.???Which teacher?j did very few children want to show which picture to tj?
?Pesetsky 2000 : p.61,?102b??
?73? a.?Which girl?i did only Mary introduce ti to which boy??Pesetsky 2000 : p.61,?103a??
b.???Which boy?j did only Mary introduce which girl to tj??Pesetsky 2000 : p.61,?103b??
?74? a.?Which isssue?i should I not discuss ti with which diplomat??Pesetsky 2000 : p.61,?99a??
b.???Which diplomat?j should I not discuss which issue with tj??Pesetsky 2000 : p.61,?99b??
??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? Scope Position ??????
?? Spec?AgrO????? Spec?AgrP?? Scope Position ??????????
?????????? Spec?AgrO?? Scope Position ????????????
???? Spec?AgrO?????????????????????????Spec
?C?????????? Wh ???? Wh-in-situ ????????? C ???
???????????????????????????not?? C ????
????69d??????Spec?AgrO?? Scope Position ???????????
?70b???????Spec?AgrP?? Scope Position ???????????71??
???????
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??74???????Spec?AgrP?? Scope Position ??????????Spec
?AgrO?? Scope Position ?????????????????????????





?Spec?AgrP?? Scope Position ?????????
?75? a.?I know who?m?I should give what to?Kayne 1983 : fn.13?
b.*I know who?m?what should be given to?Kayne 1983 : fn.13?
c. Who did you give what to??Kuno & Takami 1993 : p.148,?71a??
d. Which box did you put which book in??Kuno & Takami 1993: p.148,?71b??
?30? a.*Who did Mary read what to??Stroik 1996: p.95,?45b??
b. What did Mary read to whom?Stroik 1996: p.95,?45a??
?31? a.*Who?m?did you send what/which check to??Hornstein 1995 : p.127?
b. What/which check did you send to who??Hornstein 1995 : p.127?
??????????????????????????????????




?????????????? Scope Position ???????????????
???????Spec?AgrP?? Scope Position ???????????????
???????????????? Scope Position ????????????
Spec?AgrS??????????????????75b??????Spec?C? ?
???????? Wh ???who?m??? Scope Position?Spec?AgrP?????









?76? a. Who did you give what/which check??Hornstein 1995 : p.127??Stroik 1996 : p.74,?2a??
b.*What/which check did you give who??Hornstein 1995 : p.127??Stroik 1996 : p.74,?2b??
????????????? VP Shell ?????????????DP1 ?
DP2 ? C ?????????????????????????????DP1
? DP2 ?????? C ??????Spec?AgrO???????????????
DP1? DP2? C ????????????????Hornstein?1995 : pp.178?179?
?????DP1 ? DP2 ???????????????DP1 ? Scope Position ?
????????DP1 ? Scope Position ? Spec?AgrO?????DP2 ? Scope
Position ????????????????????????????????
?????????77b????????????77a?????????????
Wh ???how many?NP???????????? Spec?Agrs?? Scope
Position ??????????????78c-d?????????????????
?????????????????????78a???78b?????????
?????????78a???Wh ???how many?NP?? D-Linked Wh ???
????????????Spec?AgrP?? Scope Position ???????????
Spec?C?????????? Wh ???who?m??? Scope Position??????
? Wh-in-situ ? Scope Position?VP ???????? C ???????????
D-Linked Wh ??? Wh-in-situ ??????78b????Scope Position ????
??? Spec?AgrP?? Wh-in-situ ??? Scope Position?VP ???????? C
?????
?77? a. Who gave a book to whom??Müller 1995 : p.322,?117a??
b.*Who gave whom a book??Müller 1995 : p.322,?117b??
?78? a.*I need to know who?m?how many people voted for??Hornstein& Weinberg 1987 :?21??
b. I need to know who?m?what type of people/which people voted for
?Hornstein & Weinberg 1987 :?22??
c.*I need to know who/which candidate talked to how many people
?Hornstein & Weinberg 1987 :?26??
d.*I need to know who/which candidate was introduced to how many people
?Hornstein & Weinberg 1987 :?26??
e. I need to know how many people voted for whom/which people






?AgrS?? Scope Position ??????????????77b?????????
????????????????????? DP1 ? DP2 ?????????
????? C ?????VP Shell ??? Spec?AgrO?????????????
?????77a???Spec?AgrS?? Scope Position ?????????????
??????????????? Spec?AgrS?? Scope Position ???????
???????????????????? Scope Position ?????????
???????????????????? DP1? DP2? Scope Position ????
Spec?AgrO??????????????DP1 ? DP2 ????? Scope Position
?????????????????78b????????????? Wh ??
?who?? Scope Position ???? Wh-in-situ ???whom?? Scope Position ? C
??????????16?
?78c-d???????Spec?AgrS?? Scope Position ???????????
??????78e-f??????????Wh ???how many?NP???????
???? Wh ????????? Spec?AgrS???? Scope Position ?????
???????????????? Wh ???how many?NP?????? Spec
?AgrS??????????? Spec ??????? Spec?C?????????
???????????? Spec?AgrS?? Scope Position ??????????
????????????????? Scope Position ????????????
??????????78c-d??????Spec?C?????????? Wh ??
?who, which candidate?? Scope Position ??? Spec?AgrS??????????
????? Wh ?????????????35?? Subject DP ? Object DP??
Scope Position ???????????????? Wh ??? Scope Position ?




?? Kayne?1983 : fn.13??????????????????????????D-Linked Wh
?????????????????????????????????????1b??
???2b????????????
?i? a.*?I want to know what book which students took home with him.?Kayne 1983 : fn.13?




?ii?a. Juan sabe quién dijo qué.?Jaeggli 1982?
John knows who said what
?John knows who said what.?
b. Juan sabe qué dijo quién?ibid.?
?John knows what who said?
?iii?a. Ich weiß nicht, wer was gesehen hat.?Pesetsky 2000 : p.17??
I know not who what seen has
?I don't know who has seen what.?
b. Ich weiß nicht, was wer gesehen hat.
?I don't know what who has seen?
?? ????????????????????????????Pesetsky 2000 : p.8??
Pronunciation rule?for Bulgarian?:
All wh-phrase movement to C is overt, in that wh is pronounced in its new position
and unpronounced in its trace positions.
??????????????????????wh?????????????????
?? Wh ??????????????????????????????wh???? C
??????C ? Copy ???????????????????
?????Superiority Effect???????????????????Serbo-Croatian??
?????????????? C ? Cm-spec ??????????? Wh ????? Spec
??????? C1-spec????????????????
?? Pesetsky?2000???????D-Linked Wh ?????????6???????????
??????????????????????????????Pesetsky?2000 :pp.73-74?
???89?????????
?? Principle of Minimal Compliance ???? Richards?1997, 1998?????????????
Pesetsky?2000 : p.25????????????????????????
?i? Principle of Compliace :
Once an instance of movement to?has obeyed a constraint on the distance between
source and target, other instances of movements to?need not obey this contraint.
Aoun and Li?1993, 2003???????????????????????????
?? C ????????Hornstein?1995 : p.176????????????????Functional
Category???? Agr ? D ????????????????????Lexical Category?
????????
?i? Definition of c-command:
A c-commands B iff every lexical projection that dominates A dominates B.





?i? a. Who did you give everything to??*Pair-list?
b. Which man did you give everything to??*Pair-list?
Stroik?1996?????24???????????????????ii??????????
??????????AgrS ???? AgrO ? Spec ??? Scope Position ????????
???????????Spec?AgrP?? Scope Position ???????????????23?
????????????????????
?ii?a. What did Mary read to whom??Stroik 1996 : p.95,?45a??
b.*Who did Mary read what to??Stroik 1996 : p.95,?45b??
???????????Spec?AgrO?? Scope Position ???????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????20?????????Spec?AgrO?? Scope Position ????????????
???????Wh ??????????????18???19?????????Spec
?AgrO? ? Scope Position ????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????D-Linked Wh ??????
??26a-b?????????? Spec?AgrP?? Scope Position ????????????
??????????D-Linked Wh ????????????????????????
??? D-Linked Wh ??? Scope Position ??? Spec?AgrO?????????????
?????????
?? ?V DP1 DP2???????????????Double Object Construction?????????
???????????? Scope ?????????????????????????
?i???????????????????????????DP1 ? Scope Position ? DP2
? Scope Position ? C ??????ii-iii??
?i? a. I read everyone something?ambiguous??Stroik 1996 : p.45,?32b??
everyone ? something everyone ? something                
b. John threw someone every football ?unambiguous??Hornstein 1995 : p.177,?93b??
someone ? every football *someone ? every football
?ii?a. What did Mary read everyone??okPair-list??Stroik 1996 : p.45,?33a??
what ? everyone what ? everyone  
b. Who did Mary read everything??*Pair-list??Stroik 1996 : p.45,?33b??
who ? everything *who ? everything     
?iii?a. What did you assign everyone??okPair-list??Hornstein 1995 : p.115,?60b??
b. Who did you assign everything??*Pair-list??Hornstein 1995 : p.115,?61b??
?? ????????????Spec?AgrS?? Scope Position ???????????????
???????
Chierchia?1993?????????????i??????????
?i? a. By whom was every speaker introduced??okPair-list??Chierchia 1993 :?98a??
b. Who was introduced by every faculty member??*Pair-list??Chierchia 1993 :?99a??
?ia?????????V ??????????????? DP?every speaker?????
?????????????????
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? Spec?AgrS?? Scope Position ????????????????Spec?AgrS?????
? PP?by whom???????????? C ???????????????? VP ??
?????????????????????ib???*Pair-list??????????? PP
?by every faculty member????????? Scope Position ?Wh ??? Scope Position ? C
?????????????????????????????????? PP?by?DP?
?? DP ????????? Spec?AgrP?? Scope Position ??????????????
???????????????????????????????? Spec?AgrP??
Scope Position ??????????????????????????????????
??????? Scope Position ????????????Spec?AgrS??????????
??????????
?? ??????????????24a????????everyone?? Scope Position ???
Spec?AgrP?????????? Spec?AgrP???????????????? C ???
?????????????????????X0 ???????????? C ????
????????????????????????????????
10? ?????????????? Spec?AgrP?? Scope Position ????????????
????????????39b?????????????????????????? D-
Linked Wh ??????????????????????????
11? ?????????????????? Wh ???????????ia-b???????
????????????
?i? a. To whom did Mary read the Bible when?  
b. to whom did Mary read the Bible on which weekend? 
12? ????????????????i?????????????????????
?i?*Who did Mary read the Bible to when? 
?????????????ii??????????????????????????
Wh-in-situ ????books about what???stories about whom???the children sitting on whose lap??
?whose mother???what type of people??? D-Linked Wh ??????????????D-
Linked Wh ???????? Pesetsky?1987????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
???Wh ??????
?ii?a. Who do books about what annoy most??Stroik 1996 : p.80,?16a??
b. Who were stories about whom being told to??Stroik 1996: p.80,?16b??
c. What did the children sitting on whose lap want to read??Stroik 1996: p.80,?16c??
d. What did whose mother buy??Hornstein and Weinberg 1987 :?19b??
e. I need to know who?m?what type of people voted for?Hornstein and Weinberg 1987 :?22??
??? Scope Position ??????? Spec?AgrO????????D-Linked Wh ????
???????????????? Wh ???????????????Complete
Functional Complex?CP????? AgrSP?????????????????????
??? Wh ???????? CP?AgrSP?????????????iii????????
????????????????
?iii??Aoun and Li 2003 : p.267, fn.5,?iva?;?ivb?;?ivc??
???????
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a.*Whati did?books about whom?cause?many readers to get annoyed about ti?? 
b.*Whoi would?friends of whom?say to Mary?that stories were being told to ti??
c.*Whati did?the children sitting on whose lap?think that you would read ti??
????ivb?????????????PRO ????????????????? Wh
??? D-Linked Wh ?????????????????????????Scope Position
??????? Spec?AgrO??Wh-in-situ ???who?? Scope Position ? C ??????
???????????Matrix?V ???? Wh ???????????????????
??47b?????????? Wh-in-situ ????????? PRO ??????????
??????? PRO ???????D-Linked Wh ??????????????????
???????????????ivb?????????? PRO ???? D-linked Wh ??
??????????????
?iv?a.*Who did who persuade that Bill should leave?Hornstein 1995 : p.144,?84a??
b. Whoi did who persuade ti?PROi to leave??Hornstein 1995 : p.144,?84b??
c.*What did who reveal about Paul??Hornstein 1995 : p.144,?84c??
d. What did whoi reveal about hisi mother??Hornstein 1995 : p.144,?84d??
?ivd???????????????????his?????????????????
Wh ???who???????? Wh ???what???????????ivb???????
??????????ivd??????????????????????????????
??????????? Wh ??? D-Linked Wh ??????????????????
?????????????????????????
??? Wh ?????????? D-Linked Wh ???????????????????
?????????????D-Linked Wh ??? Wh-in-situ ?????????????
???????????v?????????D-Linked Wh ??? Spec?C???????
????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????vi??
?v?a. I wonder which book which person read?Hornstein 1995 : p.234, fn.51,?ia??
b.?I wonder what which person saw??Hornstein 1995 : p.234, fn.51,?ib??
c.?What did which student read??Comorovski 1996 : p.85,?9b??
d.*I wonder what who said?É. Kiss 1993 :?61a??
e. I wonder what which person said?É. Kiss 1993 :?61b??
?vi?a.*What did who bring??Aoun and Li 2003 : p.235, fn.23,?ii??
b.*Which present did who bring??Aoun and Li 2003 : p.235, fn.23,?iii??
c.?Which book did how many people buy??Comorovski 1996 : p.85,?9a??
13? ?????????????????????????? Wh ??? Wh-in-situ ????
????????????????????????????????????????
?? Wh ??? Spec?AgrS????? Wh ?????????????????????
??????????????????????i???ii??????????????
???????
?i? a. Why did John do what??Mahajan 1990 : p.178,?97b??
b. How did John fix what??Cheng and Demirdach 1990 :?29a??
?????????????????
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c. Tell me how John fixed which car?Huang 1995 :?120a??
d.*What did John do why??Mahajan 1990 : p.178,?97a??
e.??What did John fix how??Cheng and Demirdach 1990 :?29b??
f.*Tell me which car John fixed how?Huang 1995 :?120b??
?ii?a. Who left why??Mahajan 1990 : p.177,?96??
b.*How did who fix the car??Cheng and Demirdach 1990 :?29c??
14? ????i????????????????????????????????
?i? a.*?What book?i did you persuade who?to give ti to Bill???Pesetsky 1982 : p.617,?68a??
b.??What book?i did you persuade who?to give ti to whom???Pesetsky 1982 : p.617,?68b??
c.*Whati does Mary expect?who to buy ti?for Bill???Pesetsky 1982 : p.617,?69a??
d.?Whati does Mary expect?who to buy ti?for whom???Pesetsky 1982 : p.617,?69b??
????????????????????????????? Wh ????????
Wh-in-situ ???????????Affective Element???????X0, XP???Only NP??
????????????Pesetsky?2000?????????Intervention Effect??????
?ii?a. Whati did who not give ti to whom??Pesetsky 2000 : p.66,?118a??
b.*Whati didn't who give to ti whom??Pesetsky 2000 : p.66,?118b??
c. Whati did who say no one gave ti to whom??Pesetsky 2000 : p.66,?120a??
d.??Whati did no one say who gave ti to whom??Pesetsky 2000 : p.66,?120b??
e. Whati did who persuade only Mary to buy ti where?Pesetsky 2000 : p.67,?123a??




?i? a.¿A quién molesta cada ruido??okPair-list??Gutiérrez Rexach 1995 :?19a??
whom annoys every noise
?Who did every noise annoy??
b.¿Qué molestó a cada estudiante??okPair-list??Gutiérrez Rexach 1995 :?19b??
what annoyed every student






Spec?AgrO?? Scope Position ??????????????????????????
???? Quantifier?ogni?every??vs. Quantifier?ciascun?each?????? Quantifier
?every?vs. Quantifier?each?????????iii-iv??
?ii?a. Quel étudiant a lu chaque livre? *Pair-list??Gutiérrez Rexach 1995 :?28a??
???????
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?Which student read each book??
b. Qui a lu chaque livre? ??Pair-list??Gutiérrez Rexach 1995 :?28a??
?Who read each book??
c. Quel livre/Qu' a lu chaque étudiant? okPair-list??Gutiérrez Rexach 1995 :?28c?/?28d??
?Which book/What did each book read??
d. Quel étudiant/Qui a lu chacun des livres? okPair-list??Gutiérrez Rexach 1995 :?28d?/?28e??
?Which student/Who read each of the books??
?iii?a. Chi ha letto ciascun libro? okPair-list??Beghelli 1997 : fn.17,?i??
?Who has read each book??
b. Chi ha letto ogni libro? *Pair-list??Beghelli 1997 : fn.17,?ii??
?Who has read every book??
c. A chi hai mostrato ciascun libro? okPair-list??Beghelli 1997 : fn.17,?iii??
?To whom have you shown each book??
d. A chi hai mostrato ogni libro? ?*Pair-list??Beghelli 1997 : fn.17,?iv??
?iv?a. Who read each book? okPair-list??Beghelli 1997 :?78a??
b. Who read every book? *Pair-list??Beghelli 1997 :?78b??
c. Who did you assign each book to? okPair-list??Beghelli 1997 :?78c??
d. Who did you assign every book to? ?*Pair-list??Beghelli 1997 :?78d??
16? ???????????????????????????????????1????
?????????ia, ib???????ic????????????????
?i? a. Which girl did the boy give what book?
b.*Which book did the boy give which girl?
c.*Who gave the boy what?
17? ????????????????????????????????????????
?????????? C ???????????????? PP ? C ?????????
?????????
?i? a.*I need to know who voted for how many people 
b.*I need to know who introduced Mary to how many people
c. I need to know who introduced how many people to Mary
18? ?????????ic???iic??????????????????????????
???????Matrix CP ?? Wh ??? Embedded CP ?? Wh-in-situ ????????
????????????????????????????????????????ic?
?????Matrix CP ?? W ???who?? Scope Position ? Mebedded CP ?? Wh-in-situ
???who?? Scope Position ? C ??????ib???????ia???????????
??????????????iii??????Matrix CP ?? Wh ?????????
Embedded CP ??????Wh ????????????????????
?iv????????????????????????iva????????????if ?




?i? a.*Bill wonders what who bought?Lasnik and Saito 1992 : p.119,?67??
b.*Who wonders what who said?Lasnik and Saito 1992 : p.118,?66??
c. Who wonders what who said?Lasnik and Saito 1992 : p.119?
d.?Who said that who left? Lasnik and Saito 1992 : p.126,?95?
?ii?a.*I know what who said? Stroik 1996 : p.77,?5a??
b.*Who knows what who said? Stroik 1996 : p.77,?5a??
c. Who knows what who said? 
?iii?a. *Who remembers what we bought why/how? Kuno & Takami 1993 : p.89,?45a??
b. Who remembers what we bought for what reason/in what manner?
?Kuno & Takami 1993 : p.89,?45b??
c. Who thinks Mary left for which reason? Hornstein & Weinberg 1995 : fn.7?
d. Who believes that John dropped what? Hornstein & Weinberg 1995 :?13a??
e.*Who believes that John dropped the ball why? Hornstein & Weinberg 1995 :?13c??
?iv?a.*I wonder whether/if Bill bought what? Hornstein 1995 : p.151,?106b??
b.?Who wonders whether John bought what??Lasnik and Saito 1992 : p. 201, fn.21?
????va???????????Matrix CP ???? Wh ??? Embedded  CP ????
?? Wh-in-situ ???????????????????????????Lasnik and
Saito?1992?????????????????????????id??????????
??????????Wh ??????????????????????
?v?a.*Who said that who liked Mary?Pesetsky 1982 : p.621,?78a??
b.?Who said that who liked who?Pesetsky 1982 : p.621,?78b??
c.*We're trying to find out which man said that which woman was in love with him    
?Kayne 1983 :?30??
d.?We're trying to find out which man said that which woman was in love with which boy
?Kayne 1983 :?31??
????
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